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ABSTRACT
The ScOSA project (Scalable On-board Computing for Space Avionics) of the German Aerospace Center aims at combining radiation
hardened space hardware together with unreliable, but high performance COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) components as the processing nodes in a heterogeneous on-board network in order to
provide future space missions with the necessary processing capabilities. However, such a system needs to cope with node failures.
Our approach is to use a static reconfiguration graph that controls
how software tasks are mapped to the processing nodes, and how
this mapping should change in response to possible node failures.
In this paper we present a model-based approach and a tool for
automatic generation of reconfiguration graphs. Based on the software and hardware models, we traverse the graph of all possible
failure situations. For every node of this graph we solve a combinatorial optimization problem of mapping tasks to processing
nodes either with an SMT solver or using a genetic algorithm. The
resulting reconfiguration graph can then be translated into the configuration files that are deployed on the target system, eliminating
the need for tedious and error-prone manual configuration design.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Model-driven software engineering; System modeling languages; • Mathematics of computing → Combinatorial optimization.
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1

INTRODUCTION

As technology advances, software requirements for embedded systems are rising. If a system is expected to perform many concurrent
tasks, a single computing unit might not suffice. Moreover, having
one CPU for all tasks can raise reliability concerns, as this introduces the single point of failure. Therefore, designing systems to be
both reliable and high performance poses a challenge. For instance,
in the aerospace domain, while the space-qualified hardware offers
built-in fault tolerance mechanisms, its rate of execution of tasks
or Instructions per Second (IPS) is subpar in comparison to commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components[10, 18]. This challenge
can be overcome by using distributed systems.
The motivation for this paper comes from the ScOSA project
(Scalable On-board Computing for Space Avionics) [20]. It is a distributed approach where both reliable and high performance computing nodes form a partially connected mesh network. Software
applications in this system are based on the Tasking Framework
[7], and are structured as tasks that exchange messages. Each computing node can run zero or more tasks depending on the mission
requirements and the current system state.
The system starts in the ‘initial’ configuration with a certain
distribution of application tasks to the processing nodes. Then the
system is constantly monitored for node failures. If a node fails,
the system moves into the next configuration, and the tasks are
remapped to the nodes that are still functional. Here and in the
remainder of the paper by a ‘configuration’ we mean the assignment
of tasks to the processing nodes as described in Subsection 3.3.
All configurations need to be planned in advance to ensure deterministic and reproducible behavior. These configurations form a
‘configuration set’, which is a directed decision graph with the vertices being individual configurations, and the edges being possible
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failure events. Each configuration corresponds to some subset of
available nodes, so a system with 𝑛 nodes can have at most 2𝑛 − 1
configurations (an empty set is not considered a configuration).
For a small system these configurations can be designed by hand,
but as the system scales up, the number of configurations grows
exponentially, quickly coming to a threshold, where it is no longer
feasible to create them manually. Additionally, the decision graph
itself becomes more complex, making it difficult to design and maintain. This makes the entire configuration planning cumbersome
and error-prone, leading to an increase in cost and development
time.
In this paper we present a model-based approach to automate
configuration planning, and the tool that we are developing for this
purpose.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
discuss some of the related work in fields of on-board configuration
management and automatic task-node mapping. Section 3 describes
how we model the system hardware, software, and deployment. In
Section 4 we formulate the problem of task-node mapping and explain our approach to automatic configuration generation. Section 5
gives some insight into our modeling tool and the engineering process. In Section 6 we evaluate our approach, and Section 7 concludes
the paper.

2

RELATED WORK

This section highlights some of the existing work related to certain
aspects of our system.

2.1

System Modeling

An approach similar to ours can be seen in the TASTE Toolset [2]
from the European Space Agency. This is a toolkit that allows modeling of data types with ASN.1, software components and hardware
nodes with AADL, and can generate code in different languages for
different execution platforms. However, unlike in our system, the
mapping of software components to the hardware nodes has to be
manually specified.

2.2

Configuration Management

In a conventional on-board computer (OBC) design with a primary
and a backup processor, such as in [12], there are just two possible
configurations: either the primary or the backup processor handles
all the on-board tasks, so configuration management does not play
a significant role.
There are more complex systems involving COTS processors,
such as [14] and NASA’s Dependable Multiprocessor [15, 16], where
a cluster of COTS processing nodes is controlled by a reliable computer. In these systems the configurations are not precalculated,
but rather every job is scheduled online to a currently available
node. This approach is more flexible, but also less predictable than
generating all possible configurations in advance.
An approach similar to ours is described in [5], where every
processing node has a dedicated ‘AMFT’ (Adaptive Middleware
for Fault-Tolerance) node, which monitors the state of the corresponding processing node and tracks the states of other nodes. All
possible configurations are stored in the AMFT nodes, and in case of
a node failure, they command processing nodes to change the task

set. As our approach, it also suffers from the exponential growth of
the number of configurations.

2.3

Task-Node Mapping

Automatic mapping of tasks to processing nodes is a well-studied
problem, formulations of which have been shown to be NP-complete
[1, 9]. A usual approach is to use heuristic search [8], such as greedy
search [3], graph partitioning [4], or genetic algorithms [21].
On smaller networks exact solvers can be successfully used, such
as satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) [17, 19] or integer linear
programming (ILP) solvers [22].

3

MODELING

Scientific space missions require experts from various domains
working together. Scientists designing the experiments are most
likely not experts in developing on-board real-time software. In our
approach, models are used to help exchange information between
experts from different domains. This way, hardware experts can
design and model the system hardware and how it is connected. Domain experts specify which software tasks are required. Software
engineers implement the tasks in software and use code generation
from the model to integrate them. Finally, model-based configuration is used to deploy this software solution to different hardware
setups.
This section describes our system model, which can be separated
into three parts: the physical hardware, the software tasks that will
run on it, and the configurations that map the tasks to the hardware.

3.1

Network

The targeted hardware is a network of nodes connected by links
modeled as shown in Figure 1. Nodes can be of different user-defined
types. Typical types are a reliable computing node (RCN) and a
high performance node (HPN). Different operating systems can
also be modeled as different node types.
Every node has a load limit between 0 and 1, which defines the
percentage of the processor time the node can run application tasks.
It is typically around 0.8 to allow for middleware execution, context
switching, and other overhead.
Nodes are connected with bidirectional links which can be of
different types (e.g. SpaceWire, Ethernet) that define the available
bandwidth.

Figure 1: Hardware class diagram.
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Application Tasks

Computationally demanding space missions require modularity
and concurrent processing of data. Following the philosophy of
the Tasking Framework, this can be achieved by creating reusable
tasks that are executed in an event-driven and multithreaded way.
Figure 2 shows the required components for modeling such software. All on-board software tasks are specified as task definitions
that contain input and output definitions. In the on-board software,
these task definitions are then instantiated and connected.
In the example in Figure 3, a system uses multiple cameras to
take images at certain intervals. A camera task definition could be
instantiated for each physical camera in the system. Camera tasks
are then triggered by an external event and produce an image. Thus,
the event is the input, and image data is the output of a camera task.
Event-based execution of tasks can be customized. In this example
the event has a frequency of 50 Hz. Camera1 and Camera2 directly
use this frequency, but Camera3 is configured to only start with
every fifth event, thus having a frequency of 10 Hz.
Task instances are connected by channels. In our example, all
camera tasks could write images into a common channel, which is
then read by further processing tasks. A channel is an abstraction
for message exchange between tasks. Depending on their implementation, channels can act as data buffers or send messages across
the network. Data transmitted by channels is specified by their
message type.
Task configurations extend task instances with properties related
to hardware deployment. First of all, a task configuration specifies

Figure 3: Example of a simple task-based architecture.

worst-case execution times (WCET) for all node types on which
this task can run, as well as the period of the task.
Although the execution of task instances is event-driven (they
start as soon as all required inputs are received), processing pipelines
are typically triggered by periodic events, as shown in Figure 3.
Thus, tasks will be also running periodically, possibly with some
jitter. We need the user to specify the expected periods of all tasks
because this affects how much load a task creates on its node, and
how much data it produces. We use these values to assign tasks to
nodes as described in Subsection 4.1.
Additionally, not all tasks can run on all nodes, and these mapping constraints are specified in properties applicableNodes and
applicableNodeTypes. For example, a critical task may need to be
mapped to a reliable node (constraint by node type), or a camera
task should be mapped to a node that is physically connected to
the camera.
Finally, some groups of tasks should be always mapped to different nodes for redundancy or parallelization purposes.

3.3

Figure 2: Class diagram for modeling software tasks.

Configurations

During the course of a mission, the set of executed tasks may
be different depending on operation modes and mission phases.
Additionally, the on-board computer network needs to be able to
adjust to node failures, while continuing to execute the required
software tasks. Our goal is to prepare configurations with mapping
of tasks to nodes for all possible scenarios.
Configurations are grouped into configuration sets, which normally correspond to different operation modes with different tasks.
Configuration sets are independent of each other, and switching
between them is a ‘planned reconfiguration’. Inside a configuration
set, however, switching to a new configuration is a recovery action
after a node failure. Every configuration set has an initial configuration, in which all the nodes are available. Other configurations form
a decision graph defining how to respond to node failures. Leaves
of this graph are ‘safe mode’ configurations, in which there are
not enough resources to run all the required tasks. In a safe mode,
the spacecraft only performs the essential functions and awaits
commands from the ground.
A configuration contains a number of node configurations (one
for each active node), task mappings (one for each active task), and
network paths for each ordered pair of remaining nodes, as shown
in Figure 4.
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Figure 5: Routing example in a simple network. Direct paths
are not shown.
a directed task graph TG = (𝑇 , 𝐶), where 𝑇 is a set of tasks and
𝐶 ⊆ 𝑇 × 𝑇 is a set of directed communication channels between
them, for every task 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 we define a task period period𝑡 ∈ R and
task output message size msg𝑡 ∈ R. Traffic from a producer task 𝑝
to a consumer task 𝑐 is then
(
msg𝑝 /period 𝑝 , (𝑝, 𝑐) ∈ 𝐶
tt 𝑝𝑐 =
(1)
0,
otherwise.
Figure 4: Configurations class diagram.

A node configuration defines a role of the corresponding node
in this configuration and references the next configuration in case
this node fails.
Every configuration needs one ‘master’ node that monitors the
health of the other nodes and optionally one or more ‘observers’
that monitor the master. Other nodes are ‘workers’. More details
on health monitoring and node roles can be found in [13].
Task mappings define how tasks are assigned to nodes and can
optionally override task periods. This allows ‘graceful degradation’
when all the required tasks run with increased periods to match
the available resources.
Since our network is partially connected, node failures change
the network topology, so network paths need to be stored in every
configuration. We model a path as a sequence of nodes from the
source to the destination. Having explicit predefined paths is compatible with SpaceWire’s path addressing, the addressing scheme
ScOSA is using, where the full path is included into the message
header. These paths are also used to estimate the amount of network
traffic.

4

RECONFIGURATION PLANNING

In this section we describe how we use the model from Section 3
to automatically generate reconfiguration graphs and individual
configurations inside them.

4.1

Configuration Generation

4.1.1 Path Generation. Every configuration in a configuration set
corresponds to a certain network topology of available nodes. A prerequisite for mapping tasks to nodes is the generation of network
paths between all nodes. We take a simple approach of picking the
shortest paths. Among all shortest paths, we select the one with
links least used in the already generated paths. An example routing
in a network with 4 nodes is shown in Figure 5.
4.1.2 Task-Node Mapping Problem. We formulate the problem of
task-node mapping as a combinatorial optimization problem. Given

Hardware network is then an undirected graph HN = (𝑁 , 𝐸)
consisting of a set of nodes 𝑁 and a set of undirected edges 𝐸,
which are communication links. Every node 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 has a load limit
ll𝑛 ∈ [0, 1], and every link 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 has bandwidth 𝑏𝑒 > 0. Worst
case execution time of a task 𝑡 on a node 𝑛 is wcet𝑡𝑛 > 0, and the
utilization 𝑡 creates on 𝑛 is defined as 𝑢𝑡𝑛 = wcet𝑡𝑛 /period𝑡 .
The path from a source node 𝑠 to a destination node 𝑑 can be
represented as a set of links a message from 𝑠 to 𝑑 needs to pass
according to the previously picked routing, path𝑠𝑑 ⊆ 𝐸.
Our goal is to find a mapping function 𝑚 : 𝑇 → 𝑁 that fulfills
the following two constraints. First, the utilization on all nodes
should not exceed their load limit:
∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 : load𝑛 ≤ ll𝑛 , where
load𝑛 =

Õ

𝑢𝑡𝑛 .

(2)
(3)

𝑡 ∈𝑇 ,𝑚 (𝑡 )=𝑛

Secondly, the traffic on all communication links should not exceed their bandwidth:
∀𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 : traffic𝑒 ≤ 𝑏𝑒 , where
traffic𝑒 =

Õ

Õ

tt 𝑝𝑐 .

(4)
(5)

𝑠,𝑑 ∈𝑁 𝑝,𝑐 ∈𝑇
𝑒 ∈path𝑠𝑑 𝑚 (𝑝)=𝑠
𝑚 (𝑐)=𝑑

Additionally, the set of available nodes for each task can be
restricted with user-defined constraints.
We would like to take some objective function into account to
produce an optimal mapping in some respect. In our tool we consider two possible objective functions. The first is traffic minimizaÍ
tion trying to minimize expression 𝑒 ∈𝐸 traffic𝑒 . This objective
function tries to co-locate heavily communicating tasks. The second is load balancing trying to minimize max𝑛 ∈𝑁 load𝑛 . Of course
there can be other application-driven objective functions.
This formulation does not consider many aspects of the real
system such as task schedulability or peak loads. Therefore, the
obtained optimal configurations need to be further verified with
simulation, testing, or model checking. This is out of scope of this
paper.

Model-Based Reconfiguration Planning for a Distributed On-board Computer

4.1.3 Task-Node Mapping Solvers. We developed two different
solvers for the mapping problem. The first translates the problem into an SMT problem and uses an existing SMT solver Z3 to
obtain the solution as explained in [11].
Since the mapping problem is NP-complete, exact solving is not
feasible for large instances. For this case we implemented a genetic
algorithm. First it generates an initial population of feasible solutions, which are encoded as integer arrays of length |𝑇 | with an
entry for each task that indicates the number of the node to which
this task is mapped. Then these solutions are crossed and randomly
mutated, producing offspring solutions. The best solutions (according to the objective function) are taken into the next generation.
This process is repeated for a number of iterations, and in the end
the best solution is selected. This approach does not guarantee the
optimal solution, nor any solution at all, but can run on problem
instances of any size.

4.2

Reconfiguration Tree Generation

We generate the reconfiguration tree in the following way. First,
we solve the mapping problem for the initial configuration (which
has to be created by the user). Then we recursively create new
configurations by removing available nodes one by one in a depthfirst search manner and mapping the original tasks to the remaining
nodes in the created configurations. If the mapping is not possible
or the network becomes disconnected, a configuration is marked
as a ‘safe mode’ and not expanded further.
Figure 6 illustrates two strategies of generating reconfiguration
graphs.
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In our tool we allow modeling of both reconfiguration graphs,
however, we only support automatic generation of exponential
graphs.

5

TOOL IMPLEMENTATION

One of the aims of our tool is to improve the collaboration between
experts from different domains, therefore usability is highly important. The tool uses a combination of table, textual, and diagram
editors to enable an intuitive and visual interaction with the model.
This section is divided into two parts. First we first describe
our on-board software modeling workflow in 5.1, and then show
hardware and deployment modeling in 5.2.

5.1

Software Modeling

On-board software for space systems has to fulfill high quality
standards. With real-time requirements, frequency of task execution
and memory management are important. Source code generated
from the model is based on the Tasking Framework, which is an
event-driven framework for embedded real-time applications. It
provides ways to customize scheduling of tasks, event handling
and concurrent execution. These parameters are integrated into the
software model to provide a simplified front-end for application
developers.
Figure 7 shows the modeling workflow and editors for the software part of the model. The first step is to specify atomic data types
that are used in the software. Based on these atomic types, users
can create data structures. The next step is to specify software tasks
with their inputs and outputs. Inputs and outputs can be either
pure events or messages with previously defined data structures.
Such software tasks can then be instantiated in a diagram and connected with each other. Different channel types can be used to
either store data or send it via the network. The editor ensures that
inputs/outputs can only be connected to channels of a compatible
data structure. Execution parameters of the selected task can be
specified in a table editor next to the diagram.

Figure 6: Example network with 3 nodes (left); ‘exponential’
reconfiguration graph (middle); ‘factorial’ reconfiguration
graph (right).

In the ‘exponential’ reconfiguration graph, every configuration
has a unique set of available nodes. This means a configuration can
be reached via multiple paths. The number of configurations is in
the order of 2 |𝑁 | , and the reconfiguration graph is a subgraph of
the inclusion power set graph for 2𝑁 .
Alternatively, in a ‘factorial’ reconfiguration graph, every configuration is reachable with a unique path, and the graph itself is a
tree containing in the order of 𝑛! configurations.
The factorial strategy has the benefit that it can take the cost of
task reallocation into account and minimize the number of tasks
that need to be remapped in one reconfiguration event, potentially
reducing the reconfiguration time.
On the other hand, the factorial graph grows much faster, so it
cannot be used in networks larger than a few nodes. The use of this
strategy can only be justified for very small networks with tasks
that have high reallocation costs (e.g. long initialization).

Components

Data

Task Graph

Figure 7: Model editors for the on-board software.
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Figure 8: Deployment modeling view consisting of the Configuration Set diagram with the Reconfiguration graph (top left),
the Network diagram (top right), and the Configuration diagram for mapping tasks to nodes (bottom).
The example in Figure 7 shows the specification of a CameraImage data type, which is used as output of a camera task definition.
The camera task definition is then instantiated twice in the diagram.
Both cameras are triggered by a timer and save the image data into
a first in, first out channel.

5.2

Deployment Modeling

The deployment modeling is mainly done with diagram editors
that are designed to be opened side by side as shown in Figure 8.
These diagrams are synchronized with each other and respond to
selection changes. For example, selecting a configuration in the
graph brings more information about it in the network and task
mapping diagrams.
The remainder of this subsection describes the modeling workflow and some usability features of these diagrams.
5.2.1 Hardware Modeling. Modeling of the computer network is
done with the network editor and diagram (top right in Figure 8).

In order to start modeling the network graphically, the user first
needs to create node and link types in a table editor (not shown).
When a configuration is selected in another editor, the network
diagram shows the state of the network in that configuration with
inactive links and nodes greyed out. Node and link colors reflect
how loaded they are, similar to a heat map.
5.2.2 Configuration Modeling. The reconfiguration graph is displayed in the configuration set diagram (top left in Figure 8). Typically the user creates the initial configuration manually, and then
runs a subgraph generation algorithm that creates the subsequent
configurations. For every configuration the generator will try to
map all tasks from the root configuration. If no such mapping can be
found, the configuration is marked red as being a safe mode (application tasks are not running, and the spacecraft awaits commands
from the ground).
The user can then open such a safe mode configuration and
manually edit its active tasks and the task mappings in order to
create a valid configuration that still meets the essential mission
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requirements. For example, it is possible to deactivate certain tasks
or swap a high-utilization task with a simpler version. Alternatively,
it is possible to override task periods, so that the resulting task
graph can be mapped to the remaining nodes. After such a manual
change, it is possible to re-generate a part of the reconfiguration
graph, and the manual change will be propagated to the subsequent
configurations.
Links connecting configurations with different task sets are also
color coded to highlight a manual change. For example, links leading
to configuration 2 in Figure 8 are colored red, indicating that some
tasks have been manually deactivated in this configuration. All links
to the subsequent configurations are also marked red, showing that
the whole subgraph has deactivated tasks.
Configurations can be viewed in detail in the configuration diagram (bottom in Figure 8). Every active node contains its respective
mapped tasks. The load on nodes is visually represented with the
bar on its right, and overloaded nodes are highlighted in red. The
role of every node is indicated with the abbreviation in its upper
right corner. The tasks can be moved around and dropped on and off
the nodes to change task mapping manually. To give the user input
about communication between tasks, and therefore the network
traffic, tasks that are connected with the currently selected task are
highlighted. In Figure 8, the task ‘navigationFilter’ is selected. All
of its inputs are highlighted in green, and the tasks that wait for its
output are highlighted in red.
5.2.3 Code Generation. We use our tool to generate code for the
ScOSA system. This includes task stubs, configuration files, decision
graphs and some other files. They are generated based on templates
filled with the data from the model (see [6]).

6

EVALUATION

To evaluate our approach, we modeled and generated configurations for a system with 8 nodes and 13 tasks. The hardware nodes
are arranged as shown in Figure 9, and the software model for
this system is based on the ‘Autonomous Terrain-based Optical
Navigation’ (ATON) project [6] and is described in more detail in
[11].

Figure 9: Network of a system with 8 high performance
nodes.
The resulting reconfiguration graph is shown in Figure 10 and
contains 238 configurations, out of which 115 are valid configurations and 123 are safe mode configurations. In other words, valid
configurations are about 45% of all theoretically possible 28 − 1
configurations. This ratio of course heavily depends on the system
and how many node failures it should survive, but we can assume
that the number of valid configurations also grows exponentially
with the size of the network.
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Modeling and configuration generation for such a system can
be done by a trained user in one day. Additionally, if any changes
occur at a later point, the model can be adjusted quickly, and the
reconfiguration graph can be automatically regenerated.
In contrast, manual configuration planning for such a system
would require significantly more effort. This would include manual
task-node mapping for every configuration and arranging these
configurations into a decision tree, which are tedious and potentially error-prone tasks, especially considering that a mission could
need multiple reconfiguration graphs for different applications or
operation modes. Therefore, we conclude that adopting our modelbased approach dramatically reduces configuration planning effort
in comparison to manual design.

6.1

Scalability Estimates

The limitation of our configuration management approach is the
exponential number of configurations that need to be generated in
advance and stored on board. In this subsection we estimate the
generation time and the storage requirements for a system with
𝑛 nodes, 𝑡 tasks and one reconfiguration graph. For this estimate
we assume that the system should be able to survive the loss of
half of the nodes. Therefore, the number of configurations will be
around 2𝑛−1 , which corresponds to the upper half of the power set
inclusion graph of 𝑛 nodes.
The total generation time would then be 2𝑛−1𝑔, where 𝑔 is the
generation time of one configuration. If the task-node mapping is
done with an exact solver, this 𝑔 is itself exponential in the number
of nodes (since the mapping problem is NP-hard). This means for
large instances we would need to run a heuristic search, and we
can control how long we run it (e.g. run the genetic algorithm for a
certain number of generations).
As for the size, in our configuration model most information
is stored in the network paths because they are defined for every
pair of active nodes. However, these paths can be generated on
board with the same deterministic algorithm (see 4.1.1), and can
be excluded from the configuration. Then the configuration would
only contain task-node mappings and node roles.
We base our estimation on the following hypothetical encoding.
A role can be encoded with two bits, so we would need 2𝑛 bits for
node roles. For every task we would need to store the number of the
node it is mapped to, so the task mappings would occupy 𝑡 ⌈log2 𝑛⌉
bits. Therefore, the total size of the reconfiguration graph would be
at least 2𝑛−1 (2𝑛 + 𝑡 ⌈log2 𝑛⌉) bits, possibly with some data structure
overhead. This estimate does not consider two important factors.
First, some form of data compression may significantly reduce the
size. Secondly, the information would need to be stored on different
nodes with some degree of duplication, which would increase the
total size across all nodes.
Table 1 gives some rough estimates based on these formulae for
𝑡 = 20 and 𝑔 = 1 second. The generation time on the ground appears
to be the bottleneck of this system. Although the generation can
be easily parallelized and run on a cluster, this approach does not
seem feasible for networks with over 20 nodes.
One possible strategy to overcome this limitation would be to
calculate and store not the whole reconfiguration graph but only
the subgraph around the current system state to a certain distance.
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Figure 10: Generated reconfiguration graph for a system with 8 nodes and 13 tasks. It contains 238 configurations, out of which
115 are valid (blue), and the rest are ‘safe mode’ (red).
Table 1: Estimates on configuration generation time and onboard storage requirements for hypothetical systems of different size.
[8]

Nodes
10
15
20
25
30

Tasks
20
20
20
20
20

Configurations
512
16,384
half a million
17 million
500 million

Generation Time
8.5 minutes
4.5 hours
6 days
over a year
17 years

Size
6.4 kB
225 kB
9 MB
315 MB
10 GB

This would require occasional uplink of the new reconfiguration
graphs from the ground.

7

CONCLUSIONS

We presented a model-based configuration planning approach for
a distributed on-board computer, as well as a modeling tool that
implements it. In our approach the system engineers model the
hardware for the mission (a network of computing nodes) and
the software tasks that should be executed. Then from these highlevel models our tool generates a reconfiguration decision graph
that defines how to allocate software tasks to processing nodes in
response to node failure events. Based on this decision graph we
can generate configuration files that can be directly deployed on
the target system, therefore eliminating the need for tedious and
error-prone manual configuration design.
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